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Thanks to the strategic partnership between
Appointedd and Alliance, the 500,000 businesses who
use Alliance Virtual Offices services across their 700
theWorking
with Clients
locations
worldwide
can now access Appointedd’s
online booking and scheduling software.

Learn more at https://www.appointedd.com/alliance

Frank Cottle
Chairman of Alliance Virtual Offices

“The flexibility of the system makes it the ideal product to support the Alliance
Virtual Offices Live Reception service, underpinning excellent customer service with
advanced technology to transform a standard service into an even more impactful
value-add for our members. Not only this, but Appointedd makes it possible for
Alliance Virtual Offices centers to optimize their accessibility by allowing members
to book facilities 24/7 online with booking tools that integrate with the center’s
website. The cross-timezone capability of the software is also a valuable asset for
the businesses we accommodate in our centers, allowing them to easily operate
internationally.
“Working with Appointedd to deliver a high-quality, progressive technological
solution to support centers gives us the opportunity to broaden the scope of the
services we provide and future-proof the process of making our facilities available to
members. The main benefit of the system lies in its ability to offer solutions and
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advantages to a variety of users for a range of purposes - from the management of
our centers to the advancement of the businesses who occupy them.
“The team at Appointedd worked closely with us to ensure the service we delivered
was tailored to the needs of our members and could provide real added value to the
centers we work with.”
"Appointedd understand our industry and have developed a solution that is closely
aligned with the requirements of flexible workspace operators. Key features like
real-time appointment setting, online bookings, and CRM is no longer a nice-tohave; in our increasingly competitive environment, this level of automation opens up
new opportunities for operators to add value to clients, which is paramount to the
success of every workspace center. Appointedd's service provision is second to
none and I am proud to call them a partner of the Alliance Business Centers
Network."

